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Abstract— For the most part, when we are looking for a portable 

renewable energy source, small solar chargers are the best way 

to go, as they're getting more efficient (and cheaper) all the time, 

but we have also small hydro power devices and the 

occasional small wind turbine generators, each of which has its 

own appropriate place and time for use. While other portable 

renewable energy generator technologies aren't nearly as mature 

or as easily available as solar currently is, that could change in 

the coming years. Wind turbines are a tried and true cost-

effective renewable energy source when they're big, but the small 

wind turbines especially those said to be for urban areas, aren't 

nearly as effective as their marketing materials seem to show. 

One exception to that the rule might be in remote and off-grid 

locations, where smaller turbines can power electronic gadgets, 

and even locations where long hours of sunlight aren't but 

constant winds are available. Portable vertical axis wind turbine 

promises to be a lightweight option for providing off-grid 

electricity in places with abundant winds and problematic access 

to direct sunlight. The device is designed to pack down into about 

the size of an umbrella for transport and storage, and then to 

quickly unfold into a three-bladed Savonius-style turbine. The 

mast is then staked to the ground, where it can catch wind from 

all  the possible directions. The turbine is said to be "suitable for 

gusty and unsteady winds," and it could potentially be put to use 

in conditions which might unsuitable for solar, such as overcast 

days and at night. 

Keywords— Savonius-style turbine; off-grid electricity; 

telescoping mast. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ith the improvement in the field of science and 

technology there has been an ever increasing demand to 

meet the needs of ever increasing population and to meet this, 

there has been a never ending struggle between mankind and 

natural resources. Over use of non-renewable resources, added 

the pollution to environment, has made it mandatory to look 

for renewable resources.  

Renewable energy sources have been utilized by mankind 

since the dawn of civilization through different technologies. 

Even today, renewable energy sources are playing significant 

role in the world and supplying more than 14% of the total 

global energy demand. The Renewable Energy Technologies, 

wind energy is playing a significant role and it has been 

increasing annually at an average rate of 28% for the last 12 

years and, currently it is the world’s fastest growing source of 

energy. 

Advantages of vertical axis wind turbine over horizontal axis 

wind turbine.There are several reasons why we would choose 

a vertical axis wind turbine over a horizontal axis wind 

turbine 

1. Vertical axis wind turbines are mounted lower to the 

ground making it easy for maintenance if needed. 

2. Higher power utilization-20% higher than HAWT. 

3. Simpler installation and maintenance beside the 

traditional site, it can be mounted directly on a 

rooftop, doing away with the tower and associated 

guy lines. 

4. Not affected by orientation variation no matter the 

wind blow from any orientation, VAWT can work 

without regard to its face. 

 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig: Block Diagram 

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

A main rotor shaft of vertical-axis wind turbine’s (VAWTs) is 

set vertically and the main components are located at the base 

of the turbine.The advantages of VAWT arrangement are that 

the generator is placed close to bottom of turbine, which 

makes these components easier to service.  The air foils or 

blades are suspended perpendicular to ground, the blades 

undergo less stress and be much lighter and lower cost.  

VAWTs also do not need to be pointed into the wind since the 

blade arrangement is non omni-directional.  This considerably 

reduces the cost and complexity of equipment and controls 

W 

http://www.treehugger.com/gadgets/portable-hydroelectric-generator-lets-you-take-your-power-station-you.html
http://www.treehugger.com/wind-technology/tiny-portable-vertical-wind-turbine.html
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needed for orientation.  With a three axis rotor design, the 

turbine is self starting and can produce power at low wind 

speeds. 

With its balanced approach, a VAWT produces a much lower 

stress on the support structure and the height of the tower, 

which is below the average wind capture area which directly 

assists in reducing tower costs of system. This wind turbine 

has selected direct drive generators to produce maximum 

power output, reduce complexity, and eliminate the high cost 

of gears.  Noise produced by these turbines is low. The design 

also eliminates blade pitch motors, yaw motions, and controls 

needed for these complex motion systems 

IV. NOVELTY 

So far, portable wind turbines of similar scale are not 

commercially available. Comparable concepts are usually 

composed of many complex parts, are a lot heavier or produce 

only a insignificantly small output. Unsurprisingly, these 

mentioned drawbacks render them useless in real-world 

scenarios. 

In contrast to that, the construction of the Micro Wind Turbine 

is based entirely on the principle of tension and compression 

and unfolds within seconds by simply pulling the telescopic 

shaft apart. With a weight of less than one kilogram it is 40 

percent lighter than the closest competitor and has a 

significantly bigger rotor that enables a high output even at 

low wind speeds 

V. OPERATION 

A. Generator 

The Generator  is  used  to  convert  mechanical energy  to  

electrical  energy.  Generator  used  is  a permanent  magnet  

geared  dc  motor.  The  stator consists  of  two  magnets  

aligned  with  opposite  poles facing each other and the rotor 

consists of three coils. When the shaft of the motor rotates, 

there is a relative motion  between  the  permanent  magnets  

and  the  coils which  generates  ac  current  in  the  coil  [8].  

The  flux associated  with  the  coil  is  radial  in  nature. 

Commutator  is  used  as  a  mechanical  rectifier  to convert  

AC  current  to  DC  current.  The  output  of generator is 12v 

at 60 RPM.  

B. Regulator 

7805 Regulator 

7805 regulator IC  gives constant output of 5 volts.  All  the 

regulators  in  the  78  series  will  deliver  a  maximum 

current  of  100  mA  provided  the  input-output  voltage 

differential  does  not  exceed  7V.  Otherwise  excessive 

power  dissipation  will  result  and  the  thermal shutdown  

will  operate.  To  obtain  the  rated  output voltages at a 

current  up to 100mA.   

7806 Regulator 

7806 is a voltage regulator integrated circuit. It is a member 

of78xx series of fixed linear voltage regulator ICs. The 

voltage source in a circuit may have fluctuations and would 

not give the fixed voltage output. The voltage regulator IC 

maintains the output voltage at a constant value. The xx in 

78xx indicates the fixed output voltage it is designed to 

provide. 7806 provide +6V regulated power supplCapacitors 

of suitable values can be connected at input and output pins 

depending upon the respective voltage levels. 

C. IR Transmitter And Receiver Circuit 

The IR circuit consists of   IR Tx, IR Rx and Op-amp, 

Resistors. The IR transmitter connected in forward bias, the 

anode terminal is connected to +5V through 220Ω resistor and 

negative to ground. The IR Rx is connected in reverse bias,  

that is anode terminal is connected to ground and cathode 

terminal is to +5V through 33KΩ resistor.  

Here the OP-AMP is used as a voltage comparator. The two 

resistors 1KΩ are connected in parallel two maintain a 

constant 2.5V to the inverting terminal of OP-AMP. Normally 

the IR Rx diode resistance is very high in the reverse bias 

region. When there is no obstacle IR rays will not come back 

to the IR Rx, then the voltage in the inverting point (2) is 5V 

The IR Tx diode transmits the signal continuously, if any 

obstacle found then the IR rays will hit the obstacle and come 

back to the IR RX these IR Rays will receive the IR Rx diode. 

Then the voltage is less than Noninverting terminal then the 

output goes to positive saturation region that is +5V then the 

LED glows.then the output goes to negative saturation region 

that is ground then the LED will not glow. 

Pin Diagram of LM358: 

 

1. Wide Supply Range:Single Supply . . . 3 V to 18V 

(26 V for LM2904) or Dual Supplies . . .  1.5 V to 

_16 V(_13 V for LM2904)  

2. Low Supply-Current Drain, Independent of Supply 

Voltage . . . 0.7mA Typ.  Common-Mode Input 

Voltage Range.  

3. Includes Ground, Allowing Direct Sensing Near 

Ground.  

4.  Low Input Bias and Offset Parameters: 

5. Input Offset Voltage . . . 3 mV Typ. 
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6. A Versions . . . 2 mV Typ. 

   Input Offset Current . . . 2 nA Typ. 

   Input Bias Current . . . 20 nA Typ. 

    A Versions . . . 15 nA Typ.  

D.  PIC 16F877A Microcontroller 

Microcontroller Core Features: 

• High performance RISC CPU 

• Only 35 single word instructions to learn 

• All single cycle instructions except for program 

Branches which are two cycle 

• Operating speed: DC - 20 MHz clock input DC - 200 

ns instruction cycle 

• Up to 8K x 14 words of FLASH Program Memory, 

Up to 368 x 8 bytes of Data Memory (RAM) Up to 

256 x 8 bytes of EEPROM Data Memory 

• Pin out compatible to the PIC16C73B/74B/76/77 

• Interrupt capability (up to 14 sources) 

• Eight level deep hardware stack 

• Direct, indirect and relative addressing modes 

• Power-on Reset (POR) 

• Power-up Timer (PWRT) and Oscillator Start-up 

Timer (OST) 

• Watchdog Timer (WDT) with its own on-chip RC 

Oscillator for reliable operation 

• Programmable code protection 

• Power saving SLEEP mode 

• Selectable oscillator options 

 •Low power, high speed CMOS FLASH/EEPROM 

Technology 

• Fully static design 

• In-  Pins 

• Single 5V In-Circuit Serial Programming capability 

• In-Circuit Debugging via two pins 

• Processor read/write access to program memory 

• Wide operating voltage range: 2.0V to 5.5V 

• High Sink/Source Current: 25 mA 

• Commercial, Industrial and Extended temperature 

Ranges 

E. Turbine 

The shape of the vertical axis rotor is based on an optimized 

Savonius turbine, a simple yet versatile device that can 

operate in a wide range of different locations and wind 

speeds: It is very suitable for unsteady and gusty winds and 

the sails can catch wind from all directions without the need 

for a pointing mechanism or external regulation.To avoid 

energy loss through friction and mechanical transmission, 

the rotor is directly mounted to the generator shaft that is 

placed in the lower part of the mast. 

 

 

Fig 1: Design of the Vertical axis wind turbine[2] 

The produced energy can either be used to charge devices 

directly on the built-in USB port or will be stored in an 

integrated battery pack with a capacity of 6v,3Ah,20h.  

The current design is optimized to be used for standard 

USB devices and produces a constant output of 5volts 

VI. OBJECTIVE 

Electronic devices play an important role for our activities in 

the great outdoors. They are essential for navigating and 

documenting modern adventures, for scientific surveys or 

acquisitions and even for rescue operations and disaster 

management. Nonetheless, charging electronic devices during 

long periods away from civilization remains a difficult task. 

So far, solar panels are the only available solution to this 

common problem, making the power supply completely 

dependent on weather periods with sufficient sunshine. 

The Micro Wind Turbine is a portable energy source for 

remote regions and enables people to charge USB devices far 

away from civilization. It weights less than one kilogram, 

folds down to the size of a trekking pole and can operate day 

and night.  
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Charging requirements of mobile phones  

Table 1: Charging requirements of mobile phones[1] 

SL.NO. 
Mobile 

company Name 

Max. 

charging 
voltage(V) 

Max. 
charging 

current 

(mAH) 

1 Samsung 5 3400 

2 HTC 5 1800 

3 Nokia 4.8 1500 

4 LG 5 2100 

5 Micromax 3.7 1200 

6 Sony Ericson 4.8 900 

7 Black Berry 5 1300 

 

VII. RESULTS  AND DISCUSSIONS 

By  using  normal  mobile  charger  we  can charge  the  

mobile  using  grid  power  supply  only,  by using  Power 

Generation by Portable Micro Wind Turbine we  can  add 

extra features to the normal mobile charger,like charging 

mobile and other electronic gadgets by using wind as well as 

battery pack. 

Table 2: Modes of charging 

Type 
Wind powered mobile 

charger 
Battery pack mobile 

charger 

Type  of power source Wind turbines 6v supply 

Type  of generator 
DC generator 

12v,60rpm 
6 volts 

Input voltage 6-12 volts 6 volts 

Output voltage 5 volts 5volts 

Type  of usage 
In remote areas, 

mountains, etc 
At  home, office, etc 
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